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Abstract
We propose a novel approach for the detection of temporally impulsive dirt impairments in archived ﬁlm sequences. Our
method does not require motion compensation and uses raw differences between the current frame and each of the
previous and next frames to extract a conﬁdence signal which is used to localize and label dirt regions. A key feature of our
method is the removal of false alarms by local region-growing. Unlike other work utilizing manually added dirt
impairments, we test our method on real ﬁlm sequences with objective ground truth obtained by infrared scanning. With
conﬁdence information extracted from color channels, dirt areas of low contrast to the corresponding gray image can be
successfully detected by our method when motion-based methods fail. Comparisons with established algorithms
demonstrate that our method offers more efﬁcient, robust and accurate dirt detection with fewer false alarms for a wide
range of test material.
r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The automatic restoration of historic ﬁlms is
emerging as a key enabling technology towards
improving access to cultural assets of unique value.
By improving baseline picture quality and by
reducing the perceptual impact of archive-related
impairments ﬁlm archive restoration can meet
viewers’ aesthetic expectations and enrich the viewing experience. Moreover, the suppression of such
$
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impairments has vital implications on the efﬁciency
of video coding algorithms used in the television
and multimedia distribution chains such as MPEG2. Consequently, ﬁlm restoration has recently
attracted a lot of interest and several high-proﬁle
collaborative projects have received generous funding at an European level such as AURORA
(Automatic Restoration of Original Film and Video
Archives, 1995), BRAVA (Broadcast Restoration of
Archives by Video Analysis, 1999) and more
recently PrestoSpace (Preservation towards Storage
and access Standardised Practices for Audiovisual
Contents in Europe, 2004).
In their lifetime, ﬁlms may suffer many kinds of
damages due to environmental hazards such as
humidity and dust, chemical instabilities, improper
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storage and handling practices and even poorly
maintained projectors [1–7]. In this paper, we focus
on the detection of impairments occasionally
referred to ‘dirt’. Generally, dirt is a temporally
impulsive (single-frame) event, appearing mostly as
dark or bright opaque spots of random size, shape
and location (see Fig. 1). It is due to particles that
are attached to the ﬁlm or abrasions which occurred
during storage or when the ﬁlm passed through
various transport mechanisms [1,4]. These are
among the most commonly encountered impairments and consequently their successful detection is
a priority issue in any archive restoration system.
In this paper, we propose a novel automatic
method for dirt detection based on local regiongrowing. Firstly, a conﬁdence measure is deﬁned
and attached to detected dirt areas. This allows a
variable degree of treatment according to the
preference and supports ﬁne tuning under various
conﬁdence levels. Secondly, using this conﬁdence
measure, candidate dirt regions are localized using a
local region-growing process. With conﬁdence
information extracted from all three color components, dirt areas of low contrast in the luminance
channel can be efﬁciently detected. It should be
noted that in such cases motion-based methods are
known to fail. Thirdly, for the ﬁrst time in this type
of study objective ground truth (GT) of dirt is used

for performance assessment of real ﬁlm material.
Among other things this allows the computation of
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) type of
curves. Finally, a key element of our method is that
it does not require the use of motion estimation and
motion-compensated prediction. This reduces its
complexity considerably and makes it a good
candidate for fast implementations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review related work featuring in the literature
while in Section 3 we describe the extraction of a
conﬁdence measure for dirt detection. In Section 4,
we present the proposed dirt detection algorithm
while in Section 5 we provide experimental
evidence including a comparative assessment with
other methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.
2. Literature review
Storey’s work [8] was perhaps the earliest
contribution to the electronic detection and concealment of ﬁlm dirt in the context of a hardwarebased system that was proposed. A pixel was
ﬂagged as dirt if the corresponding absolute
differences between the current frame and each of
the previous and next frames were high. As motioncompensated prediction requires a high degree of

Fig. 1. Examples of dirt (marked within white boxes). (a) Static text, (b) low-motion natural scene, (c) moderate-motion natural scene and
(d) fast-motion natural scene.
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complexity and can be unreliable when motion
estimation fails, many spatial ﬁltering techniques
for dirt detection have also been proposed as
alternatives. Existing methods and models with or
without motion compensation are discussed below.
2.1. Dirt detection with motion compensation
Complementary to bi-directional motion compensation, temporal median ﬁltering is a common
approach in dirt detection using the current frame
and its two motion-compensated neighbors
[2,3,9–11]. In Schallauer et al. [2], a pixel is taken
as dirt and ﬁltered if both its absolute differences
between current frame and the two compensated
images exceed a ﬁrst (higher) threshold while at the
same time the absolute difference between the two
compensated images is less than a second (lower)
threshold, thus we can denote it as a doublethreshold method (DTM). Kokaram [3] proposed a
so-called ‘Spike Detection Index’ (SDI) which is
based on the identiﬁcation of high absolute differences between the current frame and two motioncompensated images. The extended SDI method,
SDIp, additionally requires sign consensus of the
two differences above. Nadenau and Mitra [9], have
proposed the rank order detector (ROD), in which a
total of seven pixels from three consecutive frames
are compared against three thresholds. Gangal et al.
[10] extended ROD to ﬁve frames to improve
accuracy in heavily corrupted images or occluded
blotches. Tenze et al. [11] adopted adaptive block
matching in spatial–temporal ﬁltering for blotch
detection, but their method can only work efﬁciently when motion is slow.
Let fn be the current frame and let the two
motion-compensated neighboring frames be Cn
and Cn+. We deﬁne Dn and Dn+ as the differences
between each of these two images and the current
frame, i.e., Dn ¼ fnCn and Dn+ ¼ fnCn. Using
the above dirt detection according to DTM, SDI
and SDIp methods are summarized below. In (1),
we have t24t1, and normally DSDIp is more accurate
than DSDI [3].

DDTM ¼

1
0

if

jDn j4t2 ; jDnþ j4t2 ; jC n  C nþ jot1 ;
otherwise;

(1)
(
DSDI ¼

1
0

if jDn j4t2 ; jDnþ j4t2 ;
otherwise;

(2)


DSDIp ¼

1
0
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if jDn j4t2 ; jDnþ j4t2 ; Dn Dnþ 40;
otherwise:
(3)

To determine dirt in ROD, three pair of pixels are
extracted from Cn and Cn+ in three rows, i.e.,
(i1, j), (i, j) and (i+1, j). These six pixels are sorted
in increasing order in a list [r1, r2,y,r6] where r6 is
the maximum. Then the median of the list is
extracted as med ¼ (r3+r4)/2. Three thresholds,
tkA[1,3], are then taken to determine the dirt as
follows:

DROD ¼

1

if _ ðek Xtk Þ ¼ true; where t1 ot2 ot3 ;

0

otherwise;

(4)
(
ek ¼

f n ði; jÞ  r7k ;
rk  f n ði; jÞ;

if f n ði; jÞ4med;
otherwise:

(5)

Moreover, we can also ﬁnd many statistical
approaches in dirt detection, using auto-regressive
(AR) and Markov random ﬁeld (MRF) models
[12–20]. Unfortunately, there are no deﬁnitive
statistical models for material of this kind and
consequently such methods will fail if their assumptions cannot be satisﬁed or if accurate and robust
motion compensation cannot be achieved [14,15].
2.2. Dirt detection without motion compensation
Considering ﬁlm dirt as impulsive type of noise in
the spatial domain, it can be detected and recovered
via ﬁltering without motion compensation. In
general, median and morphological ﬁltering is
widely used [21–27]. Subsequently, dirt detection is
based on the identiﬁcation of high difference values
between the current frame and the ﬁlter output. In
[21], Alp et al. introduced a ML3D ﬁlter for noise
removal in image sequences, which utilized twostage median ﬁltering in three sub-windows. Kokaram [3] extended ML3D to ﬁve sub-windows and
proposed the so-called ML3Dex ﬁltering approach
with which satisfactory results have been reported
[4]. Hardie and Boncelet [24] proposed lower-uppermiddle (LUM) ﬁlters which utilized two parameters
for adjustable smoothing and sharpening of images.
However, this method did not perform well in the
presence of fast-moving objects. Nieminen et al. [25]
presented a multi-stage median ﬁlter (MMF), which
uses hierarchical median operations to reject sparkle
type of impairments. Senel et al. [26] proposed a
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topological median ﬁlter to extract edges in noise;
however, the ﬁltered images are of unacceptable
visual quality in most cases. In Arce [27], MMF
ﬁlters have further evolved as multi-stage order
statistic ﬁlters (MOS). Hamid et al. [4] proposed soft
morphological ﬁltering (SMF) and used a genetic
algorithm to determine the size and shape in the
ﬁlters. Nevertheless, SMF seems impractical for
most applications because it needs a sufﬁcient
number of representative dirt samples for training
purposes in order to optimize the ﬁlters.
In standard median ﬁltering (SMF) and LUM
ﬁltering, a window W of radius r is deﬁned for each
pixel (i, j) in the current frame fn as
 

W ði; j; rÞ ¼ f i1 ; j 1 ; ji1  ijpr; jj 1  jjpr.
(6)
Hence the total number of pixels in W is
N ¼ (2r+1)2. We denote W ¼ {x1, x2, y, xN},
and the rank-ordered set is given by
xð1Þ pxð2Þ p    pxðNÞ .

(7)

The central pixel in the original current frame and
ﬁltered image are denoted as x0 and y0 , respectively.
In SMF, we simply have y0 ¼ xðN 0 Þ , where
N0 ¼ (N+1)/2.
In LUM, two parameters, k and l, are introduced
for smoothing and sharpening, respectively. Typically it holds that 1pkplpN0. Then, the ﬁltered
output is deﬁned as
(
xL ; if x0 pðxL þ xU Þ=2;
0
y ¼
(8)
xU ; otherwise;
L

U

where x and x are the corresponding outputs of
the smoothing and sharpening processes given by


(9)
xL ¼ median xðkÞ ; x0 ; xðlÞ ,

kp14. The output of the ﬁlter is given by
y0 ¼ medianðxðkÞ ; x0 ; xðNkþ1Þ Þ.

(11)

Regarding ML3D and ML3Dex ﬁltering, six subwindows in three consecutive frames are deﬁned as
shown in Fig. 2. Let zl be the median value of all the
pixels in Wl, then the output of the two ﬁlters can be
given by
y0ML3D ¼ medianðz0 ; z5 ; z6 Þ,

(12)

y0ML3Dex ¼ medianðz5 ; z6 ; z7 ; z8 ; z9 Þ.

(13)

In both median and morphological ﬁltering, an
unsuitable size of window may cause massive false
alarms with heavy degradation of edges. To solve
this problem, in our earlier work [28] we introduced
a segmentation-assisted method for dirt detection,
in which the shape and size of the window are
determined adaptively via segmentation. However,
this method required full segmentation of a frame as
well as thresholding according to the region size in
order to determine dirt candidates. In this paper, we
develop a new algorithm based only on local regiongrowing for better efﬁciency, robustness and lower
computational complexity.
3. Conﬁdence image extraction
Let fn1, fn and fn+1 be three consecutive frames,
and h0 (fn) denotes the maximum value of the
three color components in fn, i.e., h0 ðf n Þði; jÞ ¼
ðnÞ ðnÞ
maxðrðnÞ
i;j ; gi;j ; bi;j Þ. We then deﬁne h(  ) as
hðf n ; f n1 Þ ¼ h0 ðf n Þ  h0 ðf n1 Þ.

(14)

(10)

If dn ¼ h(fn, fn1) and dn+ ¼ h(fn, fn+1), we
deﬁne dn as
(
2dn dnþ
if dn dnþ 40;
dn ¼ jdn jþjdnþ j
(15)
0
otherwise:

In Arce [27], LUM was further applied to a
3  3  3 spatial–temporal window, which can be
denoted as LUM0 (N,k), where we have N ¼ 27 and

The absolute values of dn and dn+ are considered as two elementary conﬁdence indicators of
dirt impairment. In (15), dn attains its maximum



xU ¼ median xðNkþ1Þ ; x0 ; xðNlþ1Þ .

Fig. 2. Sub-windows deﬁned in three consecutive frames for ML3D and ML3Dex ﬁltering (radius ¼ 1).
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value when an idealized dirt impulse occurs against
a constant background i.e. when dn ¼ dn+. If both
dn and dn+ are negative or positive, this relates
respectively to dark or bright dirt pixels. Eq. (15)
reﬂects the fact that dirt is strictly a temporally
impulsive event thus dirt pixels are expected to
generate consistent differences between the current
frame and its two neighboring frames. There are
instances where the luminance difference between a
dirt cluster on the one hand and its neighborhood
on the other is low. However, individual color
component differences for the same cluster may be
signiﬁcantly higher, such as non-gray dirt [29].
Typically one of the color components will exhibit
such a characteristic. The purpose of the max
operator in (14) and the combined effect of (14)
and (15) are aiming at the exploitation of this
characteristic.
For each value m in dn, its associated dirt
probability is deﬁned in (16), where pd is the
intensity probability density function (pdf) of dn,
parameter L is the number of intensities, and
pn(m) ¼ 0 when mom0.
Pm
x¼m pd ðxÞ
.
(16)
pn ðmÞ ¼ PL1 0
x¼m0 pd ðxÞ
In the presence of a static background in three
consecutive frames, there will potentially be a
substantial number of locations in dn with near-
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zero values. Parameter m0 controls the inﬂuence of
this static background and avoids assignment of
high conﬁdence to these near-zero values. Let m, g
and s be the mean, median and standard deviation
of the distribution of values in dn, and m0 is
determined by m0 ¼ 0.5(m+g)+s.
Then, we can deﬁne a conﬁdence image Conf as
Confði; jÞ ¼ ðL  1Þpn ðmÞ; m ¼ dn ði; jÞ.

(17)

If m0 ¼ 0, Conf is equivalent to the histogram
equalization of dn. However, the straightforward
histogram equalization is not useful in this context
due to the static background. Fig. 3 shows examples
of four conﬁdence images extracted for the original
images in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3, we can see that dirt pixels
appear very bright in the conﬁdence images, which
means that they are correctly assigned a high
conﬁdence value. On the other hand, there remain
some false alarms mainly due to motion and moving
edges.
For gray-level images, h(fn, fn1) ¼ fnfn1, and
dn and dn+ are forward and backward frame
differences. In principle we can convert color images
to gray ones for the extraction of conﬁdence images.
However, this fails to detect dirt locations of higher
difference between color components but lower
difference between intensity levels. In addition, dn
extracted from h(  ) has a larger dynamic range than
the equivalent signal obtained by considering

Fig. 3. Extracted conﬁdence images for Fig. 1.
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exclusively monochrome information. This has the
effect of further emphasizing dirt areas and suppressing false alarms when dn is normalized as in
(16). Fig. 4 shows one color image and its
corresponding luminance component as well as the
two corresponding conﬁdence images. Comparing
Fig. 4(c) and (d) we can see that the conﬁdence
image obtained using h(  ) is (1) more accurate,
especially in places where dirt has similar intensity
to the background and (2) more robust owing to the
suppression of false alarms.
4. Conﬁdence-based dirt detection using local regiongrowing
We assume that the higher the intensity of the
conﬁdence image the higher the likelihood of a dirt
particle being present. This allows us to subse-

quently localize regions of dirt via thresholding.
Assuming Conf is a conﬁdence image extracted as
described in Section 3, we can obtain a binary mask
B0 as
(
B0 ði; jÞ ¼

1
0

if Confði; jÞXT m ;
otherwise;

(18)

where Tm is a threshold. This is proportional to a
given conﬁdence level C and determined as (L1)C.
In general, a larger threshold is used when there are
fewer false alarms in the conﬁdence image, and vice
versa. However, to obtain an entire dirt cluster in B0
this conﬁdence level should not be too high, i.e.,
o90%. After thresholding, dirt will appear as
region islands in the binary mask B0 which can
subsequently be labeled and further processed with
the intention to detect and remove false alarms.

Fig. 4. Comparisons of conﬁdence images extracted from luminance-only and color components, with sample dirt areas shown inside
rectangles. (a), and (b) Color and gray image of frame ]14. (c) and (d) Extracted conﬁdence images.
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Prior to this taking place we ignore all tiny regions
of size less than a given threshold, i.e., 3 pixels.
In general, it is occlusions caused by motion
which primarily lead to false alarms in the extracted
conﬁdence images. This can be easily veriﬁed by
comparing the conﬁdence image with original
frames. The key principle used towards preventing
false alarms (that would have otherwise resulted
from using the conﬁdence images) is local similarity.
More speciﬁcally, it is expected that, on the average,
false-alarm pixel locations and their neighbors
should be strongly correlated i.e. due to intensity
continuity in natural scenes. The opposite would be
true for pixel locations occupied by genuine dirt for
obvious reasons. At locations where abrupt intensity variations occur this assumption will no longer
be valid but on the average this is less likely to
occur. Local region-growing is therefore employed
to exploit this similarity assumption and shape our
false alarm detection strategy. It is worth reiterating that local region-growing is more efﬁcient
than global region-growing and has a lower
computational complexity.
Region-growing is a well-established image processing concept which has been used for various
tasks in image analysis (see for example [30]) and
typically requires a similarity criterion which controls the merging of adjacent pixels to form a
connected set or region. For our purposes, having
identiﬁed labeled regions rk as above, on the original
frame fn we compute the corresponding mean and
standard deviation vectors per color component as
ðgÞ ðbÞ
ðrÞ ðgÞ ðbÞ
mk ¼ ðmðrÞ
k mk mk Þ and sk ¼ ðsk sk sk Þ, respectively. We then deﬁne a similarity criterion as


 ðnÞ
ðcÞ 
ðcÞ
(19)
ci;j  mk pT s sk
where cðnÞ
i;j is the intensity value of adjacent pixels
(i,j) in image fn, c ¼ r,g,b. Parameter Ts is to control
the merging of pixels and in our experiments we
have used Ts ¼ 1.5. It is interesting to note that this
local region growing will generate similar results to
the work in [23], in which morphological opening
and closing are utilized. However, our method is
more efﬁcient and avoids substantial false alarms
caused by the global nature of application of these
operators.
Let nk be the number of pixels in fn which are
adjacent to rk. In (19) we assume that n0k pixels will
be merged into rk, where n0k pnk . Next, we identify
rk as a false alarm if it holds true that n0k 4nk =T s ,
where Ts is another threshold satisfying 1oTso3. If
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there are false alarms caused by less abrupt edges in
an image, a larger Ts will be required. Otherwise, a
smaller Ts is more suitable for accurate detection.
After the elimination of all false-alarm regions
identiﬁed as above we obtain a new mask image, B,
which is a subset of B0. For visualization purposes,
we overlay conﬁdence values to each pixel of B, to
generate a gray-level output image, Confd. Fig. 5
shows detected dirt with attached conﬁdence based
on Fig. 3, and Fig. 6 illustrates detected dirt for
Fig. 4(a) using the conﬁdence images in Fig. 4(c)
and (d), respectively, with Tm ¼ 155, Ts ¼ 2.3.
5. Experimental results
5.1. Objective ground truth and visual assessment
It is usual practice to assess performance using
artiﬁcially added dirt such as in the work reported in
[1,6] and [17]. In contrast, we are presenting results
obtained by using GT dirt maps made available
from Institut National de L’ Audiovisuel (INA),
Paris. As already mentioned such maps are obtained
by using special infrared-ﬁlm scanners and typically
show dirt as darker areas set against a lighter
background. Scratches are also present in those
maps as mid-gray features owing to their partial
transparency. We have used broadcast resolution
(760  560) sequence ‘Lady and doll’ which, among
other features, contains a fair amount of camera
shake, local motion and partially textured background. In order to focus on dirt evaluation, the
intensity of original GT is thresholded to obtain a
binary GT dirt mask. For the source image in
Fig. 4(a), the corresponding GT data in gray-level
(original) and binary (thresholded) format are
illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively.
Comparing Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 4(c) we can see
that the extracted conﬁdence is very consistent with
the GT information. If we compare the detection
results using our method (see Fig. 6) with those
from SDIp, ROD, LUM and ML3Dex (see Fig.
7(c)–(f)) we can clearly see that our method is more
accurate with fewer false alarms.
It should be noted that for the implementation of
SDIp and ROD we used the well-known Black–
Anandan optical ﬂow algorithm to obtain dense
motion ﬁelds of sub-pixel accuracy [31] for motioncompensation purposes. Since motion estimation is
normally implemented on the luminance channel
only, these motion-compensated methods like SDIp
and ROD will fail in detecting dirt areas of low
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Fig. 5. Detected dirt with overlaid conﬁdence for Fig. 1 using the conﬁdence image in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Detected dirt with overlaid conﬁdence for Fig. 5(a) using conﬁdence from Fig. 5(c) (left) and Fig. 5(d) (right), respectively.

contrast in the corresponding luminance component, such as block C in Fig. 4(a), despite the fact
that such dirt is fairly visible in the GT data in
Fig. 7(a) and (b).
In addition, it is worth noting that our approach
can successfully detect dirt impairments of large
size, provided that the corresponding dirt area is
represented by a high value in the extracted
conﬁdence image. In our method, each dirt region
is identiﬁed via local region growing without any
size restrictions being inherently imposed. Fig. 8

shows two examples of large impairments with
source images, ground truth and detection results.
The largest regions of dirt in the two images are
48  71 and 50  33 pixels, respectively. From the
results we can see that they have been successfully
detected by our method.
5.2. Quantitative assessment
We present a quantitative performance assessment using the available GT which has been utilized
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of GT and detected dirt for the image Fig. 5(a). (a) Gray-level GT map of dirt, (b) binary GT of dirt at
threshold ¼ 80, (c) detected dirt using SDIp with t2 ¼ 10, (d) detected dirt using ROD, t1 ¼ 3, t2 ¼ 6, t2 ¼ 10, (e) detected dirt using LUM
(27,9) with ts ¼ 10 and (f) detected dirt using ML3Dex with ts ¼ 10.

Fig. 8. Two examples of large impairments. (a) and (d) Two original images from frame ]7 and frame ]11. (b) and (e) Corresponding
binary GT masks at threshold ¼ 95. (c) and (f) Detected dirt using our method.

towards the computation of ROC type of curves
[32]. It should be noted that this is the ﬁrst time that
a ROC-based evaluation has been used in such a
context.
Let Dg be the binary GT mask of dirt and Dx be a
dirt mask detected from any given method, we
deﬁne the true positive rate Rtp and false positive
rate Rfp by
Rtp ¼

CountðDx  Dg Þ
,
CountðDg Þ

(20)

Rf p ¼

CountðDx  D̄g Þ
,
CountðD̄g Þ

(21)

where Count is a function counting the non-zero
elements in a mask and operator  is the logical
AND between the two masks. Besides, D̄g is the
complement of Dg.
ROC curves are plots of Rtp versus Rfp. The
points required to determine ROC curves are
obtained by varying threshold values i.e., t1, t2, t3,
or ts. Typically, this would be the threshold that
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determines whether the difference between the
current frame on one hand and a motion-compensated or spatially ﬁltered frame on the other are
signiﬁcant or not. If there are more than one
threshold utilized in a particular method (i.e., such
as ROD) we ﬁrst adjust the smallest one and allow
the others to change proportionally to it i.e., we take
t1 as the principle value and allow t2 and t3 to vary
proportionally to t1 yielding t1ot2ot3. In our
method ROC curves are similarly obtained by
thresholding the gray-level output of the detector
using progressively increasing conﬁdence levels.
We applied our algorithm to the entire test
sequence consisting of 286 frames. All the GT data
were thresholded at level 95 to obtain binary masks
of dirt. Fig. 9 shows global ROC performance
comparing our method (denoted as ‘Local Seg’)
with SDIp, ROD, LUM, and ML3Dex. These ROC
curves were obtained by considering the sequence as
a single data set in obtaining the corresponding
measurements of true positive rate and false positive
rate. From Fig. 9 we can see that our method offers
the highest performance levels when the true
positive rate is larger than 0.6. Spatial ﬁltering
methods like LUM and ML3Dex consistently
generate the worst results. Less false positive rates
may be obtained by SDIp and ROD owing to the
suppression of false alarms by motion-compensated
processing. However, these methods still produce
fairly low true positive rates, especially for dirt
locations of similar luminance intensity but different
color relative to the background.

On our processing engine (Pentium 4, CPU
3.2 GHz, RAM 1 GB), average times to process
one frame of the ‘Lady and doll’ sequence were
53.8 s and 6.2 s, respectively, for motion-compensated ﬁltering (including SDIp and ROD) and nonmotion-compensated ﬁltering (like LUM and
ML3Dex) compared to 0.06 s for our method. It
should be noted that for temporal median ﬁltering,
more than 99% of the computing time is spent
towards bi-directional motion estimation. The
above suggests that our method is nearly 1000 times
faster than competing methods using motion
estimation and compensation.
6. Conclusions
We have presented a dirt detection method for
archived color ﬁlm sequences using a combination
of conﬁdence extraction and local region-growing.
One of the most attractive features of our scheme is
that a conﬁdence measure is attached to a detected
region which supports ﬁne tuning in both automatic
and semi-automatic concealment of dirt. Another
key feature of our method is its low computational
complexity mainly owing to the fact that it does not
rely on the use of motion estimation and motioncompensated prediction. We have shown that local
region-growing is effective towards reducing false
alarms caused by moving edges and we have
demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms well-established methods including SDIp,
ROD, LUM, and ML3Dex in terms of ROC
performance as well as visually.

5.3. Computational complexity
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